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Campus news

The Season of Dreams

I

Syracuse": a local corporation had
donated $5,000 to University
Hospital's pediatric unit in a tribute
to the Orange.
Because a basketball team went
further than anyone expected and
nearly won it all ,
• City
and
University
rediscovered mutuality in their
pride for Syracuse;
• Alumni , who occasionally
forget, remembered the joys of
affiliation with SU;
• Fans were reminded that teamwork, drive, and poise- not the
press- determine who excels; and
• A generation of Syracuse
graduates-members of the classes
of'87, '88, '89, and '90-willleave
SU with a shared highlight
among their memories .
Among them: seniors
Howa rd Triche, Greg
Monroe, Joey Kohm, and
Joel Katz; underclassmen
Rony Seikaly, Derek
Brower, Sherman Douglas,
Herman Harried , Derrick
Coleman, Stephen Thompson, Erick Rogers, Keith
Hughes, and Matt Roe.
On June 6, Jim Boeheim
held his annual forum with
alumni at Reunion. He sat,
desktop, in enemy territory- the Carrier Dome
press box- looking tan and
content as alumni tossed out
questions. Down on the Carrier Dome floor, workers
placed roses on the 30 or so
tables set up for the Kum
Bak Dinner. This is some of
what Boeheim said:
" I started thinking about
next year about 10 minutes
after Keith's shot went in. I
didn't want to think about it
a nymore . You know, I
haven't watched the tape of
the game or anything like
that. I wanted to move
The Orangemen upset North Carolina on March 21, and Coach Jim Boeheim's first ride to
forward."

T HAS BEEN FIVE FULL
months since Indiana
University guard Keith
Smart lofted a moon-shot jumper
from the left that just happened to
go in and, with four seconds left in
the final game of the season, the
Hoosiers deprived Syracuse of the
national championship in men's
basketball.
The inherent irony of the championship tournament is that before
it ends, 63 good teams-some very
good- must lose so that the 64th
can be crowned. The Orangemen
had proven themselves one of the
very good, competently defeating
Georgia Southern (79-73), Western
Kentucky (104-86) , and
Florida (87- 81) en route to an
East Regional showdown
with
favored
North
Carolina.
Calmly, with visible
determination, the Orangemen defeated North Carolina, taking an early lead that
they held despite a dozen opportunities to do otherwise;
center Rony Seikaly and forward Derrick Coleman were
dominating. "The biggest
thing is, we just wouldn't
lose," said Coach Jim
Boeheim then . " We got
down, but we wouldn't
lose."
Then came the fabled
Final Four. First was Big
East rival Providence,
whom, for the third time in
the season, the Orange
handled easily (77- 63).
"One Game Away" the local
newspaper blared, and what
a game it proved to be- a
By DANA L. COOKE and
MARY ELLEN MENGUCCI, staffeditors; compiled
from , in part, SU News
Services reports

game of shifting momentum ,
gutsy comebacks, and ever-changing heroes and villains that, almost
inevitably, came down to its final
moments. "Somebody had to make
a play at the end, and Indiana made
a great play," Boeheim would say
later. " That's why they won the
game."
At the time, it seemed a defeat.
The scoreboard read 74-73,
Indiana. Orange fans, who had
assured themselves that the Final
Four would be treat enough, now
sat stunned, faces glued to their
television screens in frustrated
disbelief. The players slouched in
their courtside seats, waiting to
accept their runner-up trophy.

Since then a great deal has happened to remind us that a one-point
defeat in the championship finale is
not a defeat. On the day following
the game, a cheery, disparate crowd
of students and local fans stood for
three hours in Manley Field House
for the first welcome-home rally.
Later in the week, the mayor and the
coach and the Orangemen stood on
the steps of City Hall for a festive
salute. For the first time since the
game, some of the players laughed.
Next, the New York State Legislature called the Orangemen to
Albany for recognition and proclamation. As late as May 29, a local
headline read "Final Four Appearance Still Generates Good for

the Final Four was underway.
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Boeheim knew last fall that success would depend on the play of
Douglas, the prog ress of the
freshmen, and the leadership of the
seniors; all surpassed expectations.
"And, of course, the continued
progress ofRony Seikaly. ... Rony
emerged at the end of the year and
became the player he always
thought he was," Boeheim joked.
Boeheim commented about the
loss of seniors Monroe and Triche,
" We weren't so much a great group
of basketball players as we were a
great team .... Even though we'll
have better talent next year, we may
not have such a great team." (The
Pittsburgh Panthers will be a great
team, Boeheim predicts.)
Boeheim described the fan's
reactions to the game: " I got 1,500
letters at least in the first 10 days
after the game, and 1,500 letters
talked about what a great game it
was, how well we played, and how
well we conducted ourselves."
Boeheim said of Indiana coach
Bobby Knight, " He isn't as bad a
guy as most of you probably think
he is. ... He's a good friend of mine
because he enjoys the competition.
Coaches would just like to have a
great game. I was proud to be in [the
championship] game, because it
was a great game. You won't see
many better games."

Our Favorite Color
Following the basketball team's
East Regional defeat of North
Carolina, the Peterborough
(N.H.) Transcript sought out
Final Four connections in its
backyard. lltiter Jay Cox found
Don and Shirley Sherlc.

The Future Is NPAC

I
~
~

Rony Seikaly proved more than a match for North Carolina's J.R. Reid.

blue Syracuse cap. " My exuberance is being dumped on
you.''
"Don't worry:• I said. "I love
it.''
I was seeing nothing but
Orange. And so was Don
Sherk, whose vision was tinted
Orange behind special Orange
glasses.

To say Don and Shirley Sherk
are supporters of The Orange
is a vast understatement.

When [we were) informed that
there is a household in Peterborough that rues an Orange
flag (with a blue 'S'), an impromptu meeting was arranged•••• I wanted to talk
Syracuse, and they gladly
obliged••••
"There's a contingent that
goes out there (to Syracuse),
but none of them gets as
wound up as we do,'' said Don
Sherk, who was sporting an
Orange jacket, a blue sweater,
an Orange-and-blue tie, and a

"Everything turns out
Orange this way:' said Don,
whose father graduated from
Syracuse in 1908. "We also
keep Orange time here.''
An Orange clock rests on a
coffee table. An Orange owl
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guards the television set. An
Orange candle is often lit on
game days. There is an Orange
mobile hanging from the ceiling, and an Orange telephone
to dial. There are countless
scrapbooks, game programs
and yearbooks, and memorabilia- all Orange in nature. In
the spring, flowers bloom
Orange in their front yard,
and Don Sherk chops wood
with an Orange ax. Daughter
Debbie, who still lives in the
Syracuse area, even has an
Orange-and-white cat••••
So what about this Final
Four meeting on Saturday
down in the Bayou?
"I'm not going to watch it:•
Shirley Sherk said. ''The opening and closing-that's all I
can take at this age."

The Sherlc alumni: Donald's
father, Elgin, Class of 1908;
daughter Debbie, 1981 and
1983; and son, Douglas, 1978.

NEVITABILITY IS RARE
in the world of computers,
but according to William
Schrader, one thing is certain.
" Parallel computing is definitely the wave of the future," says
Schrader. " It's inevitable. The
only questions are when, and by
whom, will it be exploited?"
The answers might be "soon"
and " by Syracuse University." In
mid-April Schrader, Chancellor
Melvin A. Eggers, and U.S.
Senator Alfonse D'Amato convened on campus to announce
establishment of the Northeast
Parallel Architectures Center
(NPAC) , which Schrader will
direct. NPAC will serve as a national center for parallel computing, ushering the new computerdesign concepts toward everyday
application.
In parallel computers, numerous
processors work simultaneously,
side by side, to solve a problem.
Compared to conventional computers, in which one processor
handles all parts of a problem sequentially, parallel computers are
extraordinarily powerful and
lightning-fast. This is not an idle
pursuit; already there are many
disciplines and specific problems
that require greater computing
power than is currently available.
A few parallel computers exist
already, in experimental form, but
they differ substantially in their
architectures-the number, arrangement, and interconnection of
their processors. It is not known
which architecture will prove most
powerful and flexible; neither is it
certain which types of software will
make this new power most accessible to users.
According to director Schrader,
a cofounder ofthe New York State
Education and Research Network
and former executive director of the
Theory Center at Cornell University, NPAC is interested in all
parallel architectures. He hopes to
see five or six different architectures eventually represented in the
hardware that NPAC acquires.
NPAC will evaluate the various
types of machine s, develop
algorithms and software to
capitalize on the properties of
parallel architectures, and apply
techniques allowing for the solution
of symbolically stated, rather than
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Job Well Done
Nearly 5,000 graduates and
some 20,000 parents, friends,
and relatives filled the Carrier
Dome on May 10 to take part
in SU's 133rd Commencement.
Featured speaker Thomas H.
Kean, governor of New Jersey,
told graduates to look beyond
the headlines toward greater
moral issues. "The really important issues remain almost
hidden;• he said. "You can
choose to ignore these problems ••• or, like the doers and
dreamers of the past, you can
choose to accept the responsibility and sacrifice for the
common good. That's what a
democracy requires."
Kean was one of seven individuals who received honorary
degrees. Others were Nobel
Prize-winning physicist Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar;
press critic Norman E. Isaacs;
New York State senator Tarky
Lombardi Jr.; University of
Wisconsin chancellor Donna
E. Shalala; eminent musicologist, educator, and librarian
Carleton Sprague Smith; and
baseball player and anti-drug
crusader David Winfield.
In all, Syracuse awarded
nearly 5,000 degrees, including
roughly 3,000 bachelor's and
1,500 master's degrees. The
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry
awarded 400 degrees.
On Sunday, May 17, the College of Law held its Commencement for 205 new
graduates. Abram Chayes,
Felix Frankfurter Professor of
Law at Harvard Law School,
received an honorary degree.
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William Schrader will direct SU's new parallel computing center.

numerically stated, problems.
Through the efforts ofD f\mato,
an SU alumnus, the federal government has made available to Syracuse $12 million to provide the
capital investment needed to establish NPAC, and the University
has submitted a proposal to the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency for NPAC operating
funds to last five years.
For more on NPAC and the
promise of parallel computing,
see " Faster than Fast," page 16.

Membrane Boom

T

HOUGH
LITTLE
known, the membrane
industry is thriving,
accountable for $2 billion in annual
sales and, according to Janos
Fendler, professor of chemistry,
growing at an annual rate of! east 10
percent. Fendler predicts that by the
1990s membranes will advance the
chemical industry in the same way
that silicon has advanced the computer industry.
Now Syracuse has established
the nation's first center devoted to
exploring the structure and applications of synthetic membranes: the

Center for Membrane Engineering
and Science, which Fendler will
direct.
Simply put, membranes are
selectively permeable barriers.
Plant membranes, for instance,
allow nutrients into the cell but
block harmful substances. A surface that can discriminate between
substances is the main component
of the kidney dialysis machine,
which uses a semipermeable membrane to filter toxins from blood.
Potential uses for synthetic membranes include the controlled
release of drugs, insecticides, and
herbicides; microelectronics and
bio-chip inspired integrated circuits; containers; and biomedical
devices such as blood oxygenators.
In addition, selectively permeable
barriers may be an important tool
in the reduction of toxic elements
in the environment.
Membranes are also of potential
use in industry. "The steel industry
needs very pure oxygen for a highquality product," Fendler says.
" Membranes can be used for the
filtering process.
" Membranes can also replace
bulky distribution columns used in
industry," he says. " Membrane
processes and devices are attractive

because they are compact, energy
efficient, and nonpolluting."
Syracuse has been actively
engaged in membrane engineering
for the past 25 years, and, Fendler
says, SU's research will help the
United States maintain its position
in the field .
"Global competition in membrane engineering is intense. Japan,
the Soviet Union, and several European countries are engaged in a
determined effort to develop the
foundation of a wide-ranging membrane technology," Fendler says.
"The benefits of the membrane
market are too significant for the
United States to forfeit." The center
will include, in addition to its
educational division, an Industrial
Cooperation Support Unit, which
will share knowledge and facilities
with its members.
The Center for Membrane Engineering and Science is based in
several SU schools and departments- the SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry,
the Department of Chemistry, and
the College of Engineering- but
Fendler noted that individual experts in the region will also become
members.
" This center is important for the
University because it brings
together people working in diverse
areas," Fendler says. "With this
center we are building on existing
talent. By pooling our strengths we
are likely to attract g reater
contributions."

Pretty Pictures

I

F YOU WISHED 10 DEsign your own ski slope or
analyze a recent archaeological dig, you could do worse than
SU's new Advanced Graphics
Research Laboratory (AGRL).
The only lab of its kind in operation on a university campus, AGRL
can handle a multitude of projects
that demand sophisticated image
processing.
The recent purchase of a Gould
super minicomputer and a Gould
image processor has brought stateof-the-art graphics capability to the
University, according to Ron
Kalinoski, assistant director of
Academic Computing Services and
director of the laboratory.
"We now have a powerful and
comprehensive system that could
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Trustee Deaths

Lori Griswold manages AGRL, the Univer·sity's computerized image-processing center.

make this lab one of the best in the
country," Kalinoski says. " Equipment here can be applied to any
research that has a visual component, ranging from anthropology to
zoology."
The lab, located in the Heroy
Geology Laboratory, is an allUniversity facility; its computers
can be linked with other computer
systems on campus. Initially, lab
projects will focus on cartography
and image processing.
In the AGRL, images are converted into numerical series that are
interpreted by the computer,
reassembled, then displayed on a
high-resolution screen. The computer can also convert data and electronic signals into two-dimensional
images, using the video digitizing
system. More than one million
color pixels- the computer terminal equivalent of grains in a
photograph- comprise the image.
AGRL manager Lori Griswold
explains that digitized images can
be altered and analyzed for further
information. "Satellite images can
be processed to show, for example,
where vegetation or urban areas
are," she says. Griswold says determining land cover can assist in planning road networks, delineating
watersheds, and mo nitoring
reforestation.

Are faculty members excited
about such possibilities? Paul
Hopkins, assistant professor of
forest engineering at the SUNY
College of Environmental Science
and Forestry, says that as soon as he
heard of plans for the lab, he began
writing research proposals.
"A satellite image is an excellent
way to monitor such environmental phenomena as pollution or insect
outbreak," he says. " Image processing is a good tool to help
manage resources, because one
needs to know where the resource
is and how much is there. It's the
o nl y way to gain overall
perspective."
Joseph Robinson, professor of
geology, is also interested in looking at large land areas. Unlike
Hopkins, he is interested in what
lies under the grass and trees.
''I'm primarily an 'explorationist'
looking for new mineral deposits,
petroleum , or industrial gas,"
Robinson says. "Foliage tends to
hide everything underneath it. With
this equipment, we can see beyond
the foliage to analyze surface
material to fi nd what lies
underneath."
Peter Plumley, professor of
geology, will examine minute
magnetic particles of rock to determine from which part of the world
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they originated. AGRL will allow
him to correlate these points of
origin. " The lab will allow us to
double-check the latitudes we've
assigned to fragments after measuring their magnetic fields," Plumley
says. "We can learn more about the
movement of the earth's crust by
where
rocks
de te rmining
originated."
" We can make maps that show a
variety of relationships, provided
we have the necessary data bases,"
says Robert Jensen, professor of
geography. " For example, if someone wanted a map showing the relationship between voting patterns
and employment, wecouldproduce
one. Or an old map can be superimposed over a new map to show the
changes. Digitized information
could be stored on tape to produce
custom maps on demand."
Mark Monmonier, professor of
geography, recently won a National
Science Foundation grant to pursue
work in generalizing maps. "A
problem cartographers face is incorporating a lot of information into a manageable-size map," Monmonier says. "One of my goals is to
produce small-scale maps from
large-scale data bases."
He added that this type of map
could be used in regional planning,
education, and general publishing.

Two Syracuse trustees, Ralph
L. Newing and Richard Rosenthal, died in the past seven
months.
Newing, a life trustee at
Syracuse, died February 1. A
resident of Pittston, Pennsylvania, Newing held several
positions at the International
Textbook Co., retiring from
the company in 1956 as
manager of government services. A 1913 graduate of the
College of Engineering, he last
year received Syracuse's Alumni Award for outstanding service. He had been a trustee
since 1955.
Rosenthal, a full member of
the board, died April 17 in an
airplane crash at Pleasantville,
New York. A resident of
Briarcliff Manor, New York,
Rosenthal was a partner in
Chilmark Partners, a New
York-based investment firm.
He was serving his first term
as a University trustee and was
also a member of the Board of
Visitors of the School of
Management.

The Big Four-Oh
University radio station
WAER-FM celebrated its 40th
anniversary in April.
WAER was the first noncommercial FM station in the
country, beginning as WJIV in
the basement of Carnegie
Library in 1947. It has served
as a learning lab for thousands
of students, including bigname broadcasters Dick
Clark, Ted Koppel, Marv
Albert, and Len Berman.
Now located in the Newhouse
Center, WAER has the same
objectives as when it began: to
present programs not offered
by other stations in central
New York and to train students
in the process. WAER is
staffed by paid professionals,
community volunteers, and
about 125 students. Its jazz
and news programming
reaches an audience of 30,000
people.
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Research Rising
Syracuse University is ranked
among the top 100 research institutions in the nation,
according to the Chronicle of
Higher Education. The Chroliicle based those findings,
reported in February, on the
success of institutions in obtaining federal funding for
research during 1985. Syracuse
spent roughly $17 million on
federally sponsored research.
Research funding from all
sources has increased at an
average annual rate of 18 percent in the past five years. Last
year Syracuse was awarded a
total of $33.5 million in
research funds. Of those faculty members who submit applications for external funding,
about 68 percent receive
awards, more than twice the
national average.

Donald A. Marchand

Info Studies Dean
Donald A. Marchand has been
named dean of the School of
Information Studies. He was
formerly professor of management science and director of
the Institute of Information
Management, Technology, and
Policy at the University of
South Carolina.
Marchand has served as a
consultant to the Executive Office of the President, the U.S.
General Accounting Office,
and the U.S. Department of
Justice. He assumed deanship
July 1.

Students Who
Leave College

V

INC£ TINTO, PROfessor ofeducation and
sociology, is author of
Leaving College: Rethinking the
Causes and Cures of Student Attrition, published this year by the
University of Chicago Press. The
book contains theory on student attrition and suggests policies that institutions might adopt to help lower
their attrition rates. ~sought Tinto
out to better understand students
who leave.

Q. How serious is the problem
of student attrition?
A. A typical four-year school
graduates somewhat less than 50
percent of all the students who
begin its program. Whether that's
a serious problem depends on the
institution's point of view.
Historically, that figure of 50 percent has remained constant; it hasn't
varied much in the last 100 years.
Today, however, many institutions
consider a 50 percent attrition rate
to be a problem, in part because of
the threat of declining enrollments.
The seriousness of student attrition reflects a broader educational
issue- that is, why are institutions
unable to provide an educational experience that keeps students in
school?
Q. What types of schools are
most affected by high attrition rates?
A. It varies. Each institution is
diffe rent. On the average, institutions with the highest retention rates
a re those that attract the brightest
students, and that means your
leading institutions. Some of these
private four-year schools have completion rates as high as 90 percent.

Of the people who enroll in their
freshman year, 90 percent finish.
On the other end of the spectrum,
many two-year schools, urban
schools in particular, may graduate
only 20 percent of those who start
their programs....
Student populations also affect
attrition rates. Some two-year and
four-year schools have been dealing with open enrollment populations, while the leading schools attract students who would finish
their degree regardless of what the
institution does. Nevertheless,
there is a considerable range among
institutions , both two- and
four-year.
Q. What type of person leaves the
institution before graduation?
What's the makeup of the average
dropout?
A. First off, there's no such thing
as a dropout. Traditionally, we
used to talk about dropouts in ways
that were pejorative. That's wrong,
and that's why my book doesn't use
the term.
We had this notion, largely inspired by a way of studying the
psychology of people who leave
school , which suggested that they
somehow lacked coping skills,
were unable to deal with frustration, were socially immature, were
less competent, couldn't handle
stress, couldn't decide.
All these traits that were used to
explain " the problem of the dropout" somehow suggested that the
person who left did not have the personal skills to complete college. For
many who leave, this is not true;
ofte n, they leave to succeed
elsewhere. Many are as competent
as the typical student who stays.
Q. So you're saying that some
students may benefit by leaving
college?
A. Yes. While institutions view
attrition as a serious problem, many
students see it differently. From the
student's point of view, leaving college may be a good thing ; it may be
an important part of one's education
to leave and go elsewhe re.
Q. Why do you think the book is
necessary now?
A. Institutions today understand
that the ir future is tied to the ir ability both to educate and retain students. We are increasingly aware of
public pressure be ing put upon
higher education for accountability.
My book speaks about retention
and the need to build educational

communities and the important link
between retention and education .
Successful retention programs
don't focus on retention but on the
education of students and on the
communities that foster that
education.

GoodNews in
Jewish Studies

T

HE JEWISH STUDIES
program at Syracuse is
on the move, according
to Alan Berger, chairman of the
program. The reasons, he says, are
threefold: an endowed chair, a
general program endowment, and
a scholarship fund were added to
SU's jewish studies program this
year.
The newly endowed B. G. Ru-

dolph Chair for Jewish Studies is
named for the late Syracuse-area
businessman whose 1962 donation
to the University created the annual
lecture series in Juda ica . According to Rudolph's son, Jay, creating
an endowed chair was a dream his
father long held- a dream the
Rudolph family was proud to fulfill.
The cha ir, also supported by a
Nati o nal E ndow me nt fo r th e
Humanities matching grant, will attract an eminent scholar to Syracuse
and transfo rm the University into
"an outstanding center of Jewish
learning," says Jay Rudolph. " We
hope it will enrich the whole
Syracuse community through lectures and seminars open to the
public."
Berger says, "The chair is really
the capstone of the Jewish studies
efforts at SU, and it grows from a
long-standing relationship with
B. G. Rudolph. Wewill gain agreat

VinceTinto
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For 25 years, the Rudolph Lecture Series has brought speakers such
as former Ambassador to Israel Samuel W. Lewis, who spoke in April,
to SU. This spring, a faculty chair was created in B.G. Rudolph's name.

deal with the prestige of an endowed chair. It will provide a focal
point for the Jewish studies program- for the University, the community, the nation, and in general
for Judaica studies. I believe SU
can emerge as the regional center
for Juda ica studies."
A fund to provide ongoing support for the Jewish studies program
and its senior seminar has also been
established this yea r, by the
Alexander Ho lste in Jr. family.
According to Gershon Vincow, vice
chancellor for academic affairs, the
$100,000 perpetual endowment will
support a variety of activities,
depending on the prog ram's needs.
Alexander Holste in Jr., a 1945
graduate of Syracuse, says he and
members of his fam ily welcomed
the chance to help Jewish students
better understand the ir identity.
"Not only will students learn
more abo ut their heritage,"
Holstein says, "they will learn more
about themselves and each other.
Because of the inte rdisciplinary
nature of the Jewish studies program, they can gain a greater
understanding of other religions
and cultures."
The program has also received an
annual scholarship fund from
Elaine and Joseph Spector; Joseph
is a 1938 alumnus. The scholarship
will be awarded to a Jewish studies
student based upon financial need
and academic merit.
SU's Jewish studies program was
formally established in 1980. As an

interdisciplinary concentration, it
draws students from schools and
colleges throughout the University.
Berger says the additions to the
Jewish studies program indicate "a
commitment to the humanities here
at Syracuse at a time when this is
not happening at other universities.
We are ready to jo in the front ranks
of universities devoted·to the study
of Judaica, and we' re very excited
about that."

Once Upon a Time
In Admissions

A

LOT OF OP- ED
pieces cross our desk
each year; some catch
our eyes and some don't. This one,
by David Smith, dean ofadmissions
andfinancial aid at SU, should interest anyone who ever attended
college or plans to send someone to
college. It 's called the "Fables of
College Admissions," and it originally appeared in the Salt Lake
Tribune.
Admissions Fable Number One:
"Any college that admits a high
percentage of its applicants isn't
very good" (orthe contrapositive,
"Any college that admits a low
pe rcentage of its applicants is very
good").
Many will recognize that both
forms of this pronouncement derive
directly from the famous Groucho
Marx homily, " I don't want to
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belong to any club that wants a fell a
like me."
To put a college's admissions rate
in perspective, two factors must be
considered : the quality and characteristics of the applicant pool and
the method used to select those who
are accepted. You can't always, or
even often, rate a college on the
basis of the students it rejects.
Until you know how each college
considers applicants, you can't
compare them . Possibilities range
from a strictly statistical consideration of academic background to a
subjective measuring process that
takes into account every facet of a
student's background, in and out of
the classroom . Most colleges fall
somewhere in between.
Admissions Fable Number Two:
" My identity as a person is defined by my SAT scores."
This is perhaps the most sinister
and compelling of all admissions
fables.
Curiously, I don't know a single
admissions officer who"thinks SATs
are the most important factor in the
admissions selection process. SAT
s<;ores have a place in the process,
to be sure, and they may be of
greater or lesser importance depending upon the institution in
question.
But I'm not aware of any case in
which SAT scores drive the admission decision. Not even the College
Board , which sponsors the tests,
thinks that's a good idea. Put
another way, the SAT tries to
measure how well a student might
do. What courses a student has
taken and his or her performance in
those courses tells us how well he
or she has done. If you were an
admissions officer, which would
you trust more?
Adm issions Fable Numbe r
Three: " It's better to have a wide
range of extracurricula r interests
than just to have good grades."
This is a tough one. It's tough
because it's probably true- but not
for the reasons you might think and
never in the extreme. Number three
becomes a fabl e when a student or
parent thinks it desirable to trade
academic performance for extracurricular activities.
It's fine for students to be diverse
and active. Having a variety of inte rests is an advantage in college
admission- especially for those
seeking admission to relatively
small , selective colleges. Students

Lansing G. Baker

University Relations
Lansing G. Baker, formerly
president of Utica CoUege, has
been appointed executive officer for university relations at
Syracuse.
Baker is responsible for the
management of operations
areas included in university
relations.
A former superintendent of

schools for Jamesville-DeWitt
Central Schools in Syracuse,
Baker joined Utica College in
1981 and served as its president since 1982.

Hands Across SU
Roughly 600 seniors joined
hands on the Quad in April to
celebrate Seniors United
Across Syracuse University, or
SU Across SU. The students
fashioned the event after
Hands Across America but
formed their class year
number, "87:' rather than a
simple line.
SU Across SU marked the
beginning of the 1987 senior
gift campaign for which a network of united seniors asked
classmates to contribute.
Money raised by the class will
be placed in an endowment
fund; dividends are earmarked
for the student-run Drug
Awareness Council.
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New Engineers
Syracuse University established two new programs during 1986-87 that combine
engineering and science.
Bioengineering was established as a department within
the College of Engineering. It
promotes the use of engineering techniques to solve medical
and life-science problems.
About 95 undergraduates are
enrolled in the program.
The Departments of Geology
and Civil Engineering combined courses to create a new
graduate program in hydrogeology. Syracuse is one of only six institutions to offer an
advanced professional degree
in the field.

Albert B. Merrill

Merrill Fund
Relatives of the late Albert B.
Merrill, chairman of the
Board of Trustees from 1953
until his death in 1960, have
established a memorial fund in
his honor at the School of
Management. The Fabius, New
York, native had been a board
member since 1938 and was
also chairman of the board of
First Trust and Deposit Co. in
Syracuse.
The fund is being used to
establish an endowed lecture
program that will enable the
SchoolofManagementto
bring outstanding financial
leaders from around the country to meet and talk with
students, faculty members,
and members of the
community.
SU has received nearly
$43,000 in gifts to the fund.
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should not force themselves to be
more diverse than is their normal
inclination. It is neither desirable
nor necessary.
To avoid the consequences of
table number three, students should
take part in activities they enjoy but
should beware the moment those
activities start costing them grades.
When they need to make a choice,
they should invest in studying.
Admissions Fable Number Four:
" Ifl apply for financial aid , I will
compromise my chances for admission." A variation of number four
might be " Colleges are more interested in students who can pay
their way than those who need
help."
T his is a relatively new fable,
having only become common in the
last half-dozen years. If everything
about college admissions were entirely rational , this fable would be
true. But strangely, it isn't true. At
least it isn't true at the great majority
of colleges and unive rsities.
Most colleges and universitiesat least those with respectable
reputations- don't make a connection in admissions between
students' academic promise and
their ability to pay. In fact , the existence of most financial aid programs is based o n an intention to
equalize the cost of attendance
relative to a family's ability to meet
those expenses. None of that even
gets brought up until a student is
issued an acceptance.
My advice to students: You will
recognize fables in many forms if
you look for them . If you are to
escape their effects unscathed,
you'll need to be meticulous and
well-balanced in formulating your
opinions about the colleges you're
considering. Make sure you're
dealing with the facts and that the
reasons you cite for being interested
in the colleges on your list are your
own. Good luck!

teemed and experienced faculty
members in classes that freshmen
take, often in large numbers.
The ascent of senior faculty
members to upper-division and
graduate classes is an understandable phenomenon; accomplished
scholars enjoy working with
students who are committed to their
specialties and well along in their
coursework. Within the past year,
though, Ronald Cavanagh, vice
pres ident for undergraduate
studies, has argued successfully
that this phenomenon , while
understandable, is also undesirable.
Cavanagh considers the transitional freshman year crucial to
students' development. " We need
to start at the beginning-at the
'gateways' through which students
expe rience entry into University
life," Cavanagh told faculty
members last February at the annual seminar on teaching.
"There is much to be done to
challenge that 'mysterious' person,
the incoming student," he said .
" Moreover, we need to know more
about our students, ourselves, our
courses, and how to enhance this
mix."
Whenthey enroll this September,
freshmen and entering professional
school students will take entry-level
Gateway courses in such areas as
the natural sciences, mathematics,
foreign languages, nursing, communications, and architecture.
Outstanding faculty members from
the various schools and colleges
will teach these courses, which are
inte nded to provide e nte ring

students with a classroom experience that is " more challenging
and more supportive than ever
before," Cavanagh said.
Soon to follow is the Academic
Preceptor Program, through which
undergraduates who have excelled
in Gateway courses of previous
years will be selected to assist
freshmen following in their
footsteps. Each of these peer tutors
will help from 10 to 15 freshmen
with weekly reading and writing
assignments and exam preparation.
"The program is designed to provide freshmen with a small group
setting, which can effectively
defuse the anxiety of the freshman
experience and facilitate the
students' success," Cavanagh said.
Also in the works for Syracuse
undergrads this coming year are the
following:
• Teaching Assistant Orientation. All new teaching assistants
(graduate students pe rforming
secondary teaching and tutoring
duties in lower-division classes)
will attend an orientation program,
and they will be monitored and attend workshops throughout the
year. Foreign students will receive
English language training and
testing and attend sessions on U.S.
college life.
• An Enhanced Writing Program. According to Louise
Wetherbee Phelps, program director, the goal is to develop a four-year
comprehensive writing program
with emphasis on " writing across
the curriculum ." T he existing
freshman English courses are be-

At the Gates

T

HIS FALL, MOST OF
the freshman students attending Syracuse University will encounter something
rarely seen by their counterparts on
other U.S. campuses: a full-ranking
professor.
The University is inaugurating
the Gateway Program in order to
place the University's most es-
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Right at Home

David Wilemon's management students invented Puzzle Struggle as an in-class ma rketing project.

ing redesigned to better integrate
writing with reading and critical
thinking, she says.
• Language-Study Residences.
Spanish, French, and Italian
language "houses" will be
established in Shaw Hall.
• Undergraduate Research. The
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, Sam Gorovitz, is coordinating the establishment of the
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program.
"The new initiatives will bring
together faculty members, administrators, and students from
across the departmental lines,"
Cavanagh said. "Today, I am more
excited about the prospects for
undergraduate students on this
campus than ever before."

How You Play
the Game

T

WO YEARS AGO,
when management professor David Wilemon
asked his students to develop an
educational product and describe
how it might be marketed, he hoped
they would pool their creative
talents and learn to work efficiently as a team. He never expected that
a group ofhis students would actually commercialize their product-

a game called Puzzle Struggle that
is now available on store shelves in
parts of New York, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey.
The students- Warren Cole,
Janet Croft, David Williams, and
Robert Hardwood-were enrolled
in Wilemon's course " Managing
the Innovative Firm and Its Market"
at the College Center of the Finger
Lakes. Wilemon teaches the same
course in SU's MBA sequence.
Wilemon says he was looking for
a project to which everyone could
contribute. "As part of the School
of Management, I'm aware that a
high level of teamwork will be mandatory in organizations during the
1990s," says Wilemon. " The purpose of the whole exercise is not so
much to patent a product but to
learn about creative processes and
teamwork. I want students to
discover as much as they can about
themselves as they work on a
specific creative task."
Near the end of the semester,
Wilemon asks class members to
reinvent their teams "to discover
what they would do differently if
they were going to do it again. It
gives them a chance to recapture
what they learned throughout the
semester," he says. "Too often in
business, there isn't enough time to
reflect on what went wrong and incorporate that knowledge into a

https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol3/iss2/7

repertoire of skills."
Wilemon has been giving the
assignment for three years, and a
few teams have applied for patents,
but the group that developed Puzzle Struggle is the first to actually
put its product on store shelves.
The game, which retails for $25
in most stores, is based on
crossword puzzles. As many as 12
people can play, either individually or in teams. The object is for
a player to correctly guess clues and
fill in the last letters of the puzzle.
To market the game, the group incorporated in May 1985 as lnnotoy.
Today its four officers are kept busy
trying to sell the game to department store buyers.
Puzzle Struggle represents a major time investment; each member
of the group has a full-time job
unrelated to the game. Because of
their busy schedules, members of
the group meet on nights and
weekends to make most of their
decisions about the game and
develop their marketing strategies.
They had more than their dreams
to lose if the venture failed . Since
the project began, Innotoy investors
Cole, Croft, Williams, and Hardwood have put $40,000- taken
from loans and personal savingsinto the venture. Already, though,
roughly 1,000 copies have sold, and
Innotoy is on its way.

A seven-foot, 400-pound
orange tree planted in Schine
Student Center's pyramidal
atrium in January is right at
home-the Home of the
Orange, that is.
Senior Dianna Talbot had
the idea of obtaining the tree,
feeling it would boost school
spirit and show support for the
athletic teams.
The new tree made it all the
way from California, thanks to
a donation by Sunkist Growers
and transportation help from
Wegman's Supermarkets.

ESF in India
The SUNY College of Environmental Science and
Forestry (ESF), with the
Center for Environment
Education in Ahmedabad,
India, will develop televised
environmental education programs for national distribution
in India as part of a new threeyear cooperative program. The
project will address problems
such as India's escalating
population, food shortages,
loss of forests, and the
chemical leak at Bhopal.
The team will produce 24
one-half-hour television programs aimed at the juniorhigh-school level. ESF
specialists will train Indian
professionals in state-of-the-art
educational television
techniques.
The government of India will
contribute $200,000 and the
United States $500,000 for the
project.
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